CASE STUDY

Digital Marketing & Commerce:

CCoE Delivers Security and
Compliance with Fugue
Fugue works with a multinational digital marketing and commerce company possessing a broad
portfolio of consumer and enterprise properties. The company has a large and growing presence
on AWS, and is continuing to move workloads to the cloud. The company has established a
Cloud Center of Excellence (CCoE) that owns cloud account provisioning and bootstrapping,
cloud DevOps automation standards and tools, and security on behalf of technical and business
users across the company. The company has significant SOC 2 and PCI requirements for its
applications and infrastructure.
Challenges

•
•
•

SOC 2 and PCI compliance assessments for a large and dynamic cloud footprint
Building and evaluating cloud resources against custom enterprise security policies and auto-remediating
critical policy violations and misconfigurations
Maintaining cloud governance while multiple teams and stakeholders with varying levels of access are
simultaneously creating and modifying cloud resources

Fugue Solution
With Fugue, CCoE engineers are able to visualize a set of resource configurations and relationships as a “snapshot.”
Examining multiple snapshots over time enables auditors and internal stakeholders to understand how compliance
and security posture has evolved alongside infrastructure changes and deployments. In particular, Fugue’s
mapping of SOC 2 controls enables the CCoE to provide up-to-the-minute reporting on resource configurations and
compliance. Any infrastructure change that brings the organization out of compliance can be quickly identified and
remediated.
The CCoE built custom rules for Fugue written with Open Policy Agent’s Rego to enforce enterprise security policies
and best practices. With Fugue, the CCoE can now assess:

•
•
•

S3 buckets and RDS databases to verify specific ownership and data classification tags are assigned
Security groups and other networking assets to prohibit public access, per the company’s architecture requirements
EC2 instances to ensure only whitelisted AMIs are used

www.fugue.co | hello@fugue.co | @FugueHQ

Customer Outcomes
Fugue enables the CCoE to deliver the following:
•

Dramatically decrease mean-time-to-remediation
(MTTR) for potential security and compliance
violations from weeks to hours - as Fugue
provides near-real-time notifications and
visualization. Where context-aware guardrails
and auto-remediation are in place, MTTR is a
matter of minutes

•

Ensure that enterprise policies - such as rules
around tagging or approved AMIs - are not just
static policies written in binders, but continuously
assessed and enforced with Fugue for all teams
accessing cloud resources

•

Deliver up-to-date SOC 2, HIPAA, and PCI
compliance reporting to auditors and internal
stakeholders automatically, without manual
processes that previously took weeks

About Fugue
Fugue is enterprise cloud security developed for engineers, by engineers. Fugue prevents cloud misconfiguration and ensures
continuous compliance with enterprise security policies. Our solution automates compliance validation for CIS Foundations
Benchmarks, GDPR, HIPAA, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI, and SOC 2 and provides full visibility into the security posture of AWS
and Azure cloud environments. Customers such as AT&T, SAP NS2, and TrueCar trust Fugue to protect their cloud environments.
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